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LLMs are the talk of the town
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Multimodality: the next frontier of large 
scale AI systems
> Lots of progress in modalities 
other than text (in part) powered 
by Transformers (diffusion 
models, text2speech, ViT, etc.)
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Multimodality: the next frontier of large 
scale AI systems

https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceM4/idefics_playground

https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceM4/idefics_playground


Multimodality: the next frontier of large 
scale AI systems
> Truly robust end2end 
multimodal assistants are still a 
few years ahead



The things we don’t write in papers: 
Lessons learned and mistakes
> You already read papers all week long
> A presentation that is a bit different than the ones you have seen so far
> Focussing on the struggles of building a large AI systems
> Ask questions!!



Program

> Introduction of Flamingo, a vision and language model
> IDEFICS, our reproduction of Flamingo
> Open-questions for future works
> Multimodal instruction fine-tuning: making these systems useful



Flamingo: a vision and 
language model
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.14198

https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.14198


Flamingo: a vision and language model

> Combines “off-the-shelf” vision & language 
pretrained models and learn multimodal few-
shot in-context learning
> Frozen LM → Chinchilla
> Frozen Vision → NFNet-F6



Flamingo: a vision and language model

> Gating → Keeps frozen LM “intact” by 
constraining amount of context to use



Flamingo: a vision and language model

> Perceiver → Takes variable number 
of image or video features from the 
vision encoder and produces a fixed 
number of visual outputs.
> In practice, it reduces the 
computational complexity (a form of 
learned pooling)
> Predefined number of latent input 
queries

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.03206
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Flamingo: a vision and language model

> The model is fed arbitrary 
sequences of text and images and 
generated text 
> The training objective is the 
standard next token prediction (same 
as pure text LM)
> The model does NOT generate 
images



Flamingo: a vision and language model

> Emergence of 
multimodal in-context few-
shots abilities



Flamingo: a vision and language model

> M3W: 43 million 
interleaved web pages
> ALIGN: 1.8 billion 
image-text pairs (alt-text)
> LTIP: 312 million image-
text pairs (little details)
> VTP: 27 million of short 
video-text pairs



Flamingo: a vision and language model



IDEFICS: Open-reproduction 
of Flamingo



OBELICS: A web-scale interleaved 
dataset

https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.16527

OBELICS: Open Bimodal 
Examples from Large 
fIltered Commoncrawl 
Snapshots
> Interleaved image and 
text
> 141 million web 
documents
> 353 million associated 
images
> 115 billion text tokens

https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.16527


> Simplifying HTML files 
> See paper for more 
details and analysis

OBELICS: A web-scale interleaved 
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https://atlas.nomic.ai/map/f2fba2aa-3647-4f49-a0f3-9347daeee499/ee4a84bd-f125-4bcc-
a683-1b4e231cb10f
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> IDEFICS 80B is on par 
with Flamingo 80B
> IDEFICS 9B is not as 
good as Flamingo 9B

IDEFICS: Open-reproduction of 
Flamingo



> Training on multimodal 
web docs allows reaching 
the same performance 
using 10x fewer images 
than training on image-text 
pairs and yields better 
performance
> Striking on VQA
> Worse on OCR, Image 
captioning, Classification

IDEFICS: Open-reproduction of 
Flamingo



IDEFICS: Open-reproduction of 
Flamingo

Failure cases:
> Fine-grained details, complex reasoning
> Tricking the model into hallucinations
> Counting
> OCR
> …



Lessons and mistakes of 
training IDEFICS



Context: decrease, plateau and 
divergence

> 3 phases: initial loss 
decreasing, “honey-
moon” period where the 
loss still decreases but 
very slowly, and finally 
the loss would diverge 
and plateau at a 
relatively high value
> Diverging in bf16, but 
not in fp16
> Pretrained LM (fp16) & 
pertained ViT (bf16)



Context: decrease, plateau and 
divergence

Ruled out:
> Data quality → training on higher quality data
> ViT → Scale, different pretrained vision backbone
> LM → Scaling it up accelerates the divergence



Activations/gradients explosions are 
good indicators of future divergence

Diverging run

Stable run



Activations/gradients explosions are 
good indicators of future divergence

> Particularly striking for the outer projections 
(FC2 in the MLP and O in the self-attention)
> Q and K in the self-attention to a lesser 
extent
> Mostly in the bottom layers

https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.09456
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A few semi/un-successful attempts

> Unfreezing the Layer Norms in the frozen LM/ViT → Helped but not 
necessary ultimately
> Layer Norms right after the outer projections (FC2 and O) → Marginal 
improvement
> Heavier weight decay on the outer projections → Marginal improvement
> Hyper-parameter sweep (LR, warmup steps, batch size, z-loss weight, 
Adam HPs) → The typical « Keep calm and lower your LR »
> BF16 adaptation → Helped but not necessary ultimately, negatively 
impacted performance



Stabilizing by normalizing Q and K 
projections

https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.05442

> Extremely large values in attention logits, which lead to (almost one-hot) 
attention weights with near-zero entropy
> Normalization can be done with LayerNorm or L2 normalization (https://
arxiv.org/abs/2010.04245)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.05442
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.04245
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.04245


Stabilizing by normalizing Q and K 
projections



At iso-capacity deeper models tend to 
be less stable

> GPT2-style 
auto-regressive 
models of 1.5B 
parameters



Language model backbone matters for 
performance

https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceH4/open_llm_leaderboard

OPT > GPT-Neo > GPT2 > BLOOM

https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceH4/open_llm_leaderboard


We can scale the ViT further

> Scaling the ViT (4B) 
brings further improvement 
for free
> PaLI-17B dedicate ~25% 
of parameters to the ViT
> For comparison, Flamingo 
uses a ViT of 435M + 10B of 
gated x-attn out of 80B 
paramshttps://arxiv.org/abs/2209.06794

https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.06794


Training 80B parameters: 11 rollbacks 
over 35’000 steps 

> Ran into several spikes 
when training the 80B 
model
> Some rapidly recovered, 
others never recovered 
(diverged)
> We used a combination of  
a/ rollback (restarting from a 
previous checkpoint prior to 
the divergence or spike), b/ 
rollback + decreasing the 
learning rate.



Filtering the long tail of documents is 
exponentially more costly

> Although data filtering A LOT of poor 
quality data in OBELICS, there are still 
some poor quality documents
> Given the stability issues, it would 
have been worth it to invest more in data 
filtering



Some remaining open-
questions



To freeze or not to freeze
> Training loss is plating after 15’000 steps
> Only the image-text pairs loss is 
decreasing (very slowly), and the decrease is 
driven by domain adaptation rather than 
learning multimodal alignment
> The downstream performance or the 
validation performance aren’t making 
progress either
> Has been reported in other works too

https://arxiv.org/abs/2308.01390

https://arxiv.org/abs/2308.01390


To freeze or not to freeze
> Unfreezing other parts 
of the model yields no 
improvements neither on 
the loss dynamics, nor 
the loss level
> On the contrary, 
strange training curves: 
loss increases then 
plateaus at a higher level
> contradicts the 
common intuition that 
models with more 
capacity learn faster and 
with less samples



Z-loss and inverse spikes

> The z-loss prevents the 
logits from drifting too far 
from 0, which can cause 
unacceptable roundoff errors 
in bf16
> The spikes in the training 
loss often co-occurred with 
negative spikes in the 
auxiliary loss



How to integrate image informations?

BLIP2

GIT

Flamingo

+ -

> More sample 
efficient

> Qualitatively 
worse 
> Multi-stage 
training 
> Sequence 
length grows 
rapidly with 
number of images

> Easier to scale  
to sequences  
with lots of 
images 
> Single end-to-
end training

> Adding lots of 
parameters 
> Hard to train



Multimodal instruction tuning



Instruction-tuning: making pretrained 
models useful

> Pretrained LLMs 
are excellent 
starting point for 
task-specific fine-
tuning
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Instruction-tuning: making pretrained 
models useful

> The bigger the models and the 
stronger the zero-shot prompted 
behaviors
> But, in practice, it’s hard to make 
an LLM stop generating or 
repeating itself
> It is also hard to specify an 
expected format without doing few-
shot in-context learning

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165


Instruction-tuning: making pretrained 
models useful

> Prompted multi-
task training
> Also referred to 
as instruction-tuning 
(https://arxiv.org/
abs/2109.01652)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.01652
https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.01652


Instruction-tuning: making pretrained 
models useful

> Writing lots of 
prompts for 
datasets



Instruction-tuning: making pretrained 
models useful

Lots of nice properties:
> Zero-shot task generalization (better than the pretrained LM)
> More prompts yield stronger performance and less sensitivity to the prompt 
formulation (prompt engineering)
> More datasets yield stronger performance
> Instruction-tuned outperform pretrained LLMs with 10x less parameters
> Stronger improvements for bigger models
…



Instruction-tuning: making pretrained 
models useful

Lots of nice properties:
…
> Inputs/outputs pairs don’t need to come from an academic dataset 

https://openai.com/research/instruction-following
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Instruction-tuning: making pretrained 
models useful

Lots of nice properties:
…
> Inputs/outputs pairs don’t need to come from an academic dataset 

https://openai.com/research/instruction-following

Such datasets don’t exist (yet) for image + text

https://openai.com/research/instruction-following


Instruction-tuning: making pretrained 
models useful

> Datasets like COCO or 
Visual Genome have rich 
and fine-grained visual 
annotations that describe 
the image in a text 
format

https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.08485

https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.08485


Instruction-tuning: making pretrained 
models useful

> Using a text-only LLM 
(e.g. GPT-4) and in-
context few-shot learning 
to create pairs of inputs/
outputs
> Yields many inputs/
outputs pairs with image 
and text query
> These can be filtered 
for higher quality



Instruction-tuning: making pretrained 
models useful

https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.04387

https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.04387


Instruction-tuning: making pretrained 
models useful

> Training IDEFICS on a mixture of instruction fine-tuning datasets 
yields improvements consistency across evaluation tasks



Time to conclude



Key take-aways

> We don’t appreciate how hard it is to train these multimodal systems
> Track your activations/gradients and use Q/K normalization
> Lots of core building blocks are missing (but we are working on building and 
releasing them!)
> Open-science for the win!



Ressources
> Blogpsot
> IDEFICS
    > Demo
    > Funnier demo 
    > Model weights 
    > Fine-tuning ressources
    > Ethical evaluation and technical details 
> OBELICS
    > Dataset 
    > Exploration tool
> Technical lessons and mistakes: Part 1 & Part 2

https://huggingface.co/blog/idefics
https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceM4/idefics_playground
https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceM4/ai_dad_jokes
https://huggingface.co/HuggingFaceM4/idefics-80b-instruct
https://github.com/huggingface/notebooks/tree/main/examples/idefics
https://huggingface.co/HuggingFaceM4/idefics-80b-instruct
https://huggingface.co/datasets/HuggingFaceM4/OBELICS
https://atlas.nomic.ai/map/f2fba2aa-3647-4f49-a0f3-9347daeee499/ee4a84bd-f125-4bcc-a683-1b4e231cb10f
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZNGyVWYFUbzV0xuei4SED2QAakGjMpaaQALcKYQm46U/edit?usp=sharing
https://github.com/huggingface/m4-logs/tree/master/memos


Questions?
Twitter: @SanhEstPasMoi
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